Care Guide

Squeaky
Clean.
A newly fitted floor is one of those home renovation
moments that makes you smile! With just a little love and
care, you’ll be enjoying your fabulous new floor for many
years to come.
Top Tips
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Good quality entrance mats
will help capture dirt and grit
before it gets onto the floor,
making cleaning easier whilst
also protecting the floor.
Furniture pads will prevent
damage from heavy or
sharp objects - you’ll find a
selection in the FloorSpa™
kit. Avoid dragging heavy or
sharp items across the floor.
Regular sweeping will
remove any loose dirt
and reduce the risk of
scratching.
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An occasional mop with
the Cleanse solution or
other pH neutral floor
cleaner will keep your tiles
fresh and sparkly.
Avoid using regular
household cleaners and
bleach-based detergents –
they may damage the floor
or cause a slip hazard.
Remember to follow
the simple care
recommendations in this
booklet and on our website
and you’ll be rewarded with
a floor that looks as great
as the day it was fitted.
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Scrub

Protecting
your brand
new floor

Cleanse

Protect

Once your floor has been fitted and the
adhesive dried for 24 hours, then it’s time
to unbox your FloorSpa™ kit. Sweep the
floor to remove any loose dirt. If there’s
any dried on glue residue or other marking
then use the Scrub solution – following the
instructions on the bottle, simply mop over
the floor and leave for 10 minutes before
rinsing away - otherwise simply mop over
the new floor with the Cleanse solution.
Next apply the Protect top dressing
– using an applicator mop, apply a thin
coat across the floor and allow to dry for
half an hour, then apply a second coat at
right angles to the first. This top dressing
provides a satin finish to the surface giving
extra protection from spillages and small
scratches from day one.

Day to day
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A regular light sweep will remove any dust
or loose dirt and grit. Follow periodically
with a quick mop over with Harvey Maria
Cleanse solution, diluted according to the
instructions - any remaining scuff marks
can be removed with the scrub pad in the
cleaning kit, or a similar non-abrasive nylon
washing-up pad.

Applicator

Scrub pad

Instructions

Microfibre pad

Furniture pads

Deep clean

From time to time, a deeper clean will
revitalise the appearance of your floor and
improve its durability. Simply sweep the
floor before applying the Scrub solution and
follow the instructions carefully to clean
away any build up of dirt. Allow the floor to
dry before applying the Protect solution to
provide a satin protective finish to the floor.

How can
I remove
scratches?

Following these care instructions will help to
avoid excessive scratching. The appearance
of light scratches can be improved by
cleaning the floor and re-applying the
Protect solution. If you are unfortunate
enough to experience deeper scratching
then a scratch repair kit may help to improve
the appearance, or you may wish to consider
replacing the tile that has been damaged.
Contact us for more information.

How can
I remove
stubborn
marks?

Apply the Cleanse or Scrub solution
undiluted using the non-scratch scourer in
the FloorSpa™ kit. Rub gently and rinse the
area thoroughly after use.
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Things to
avoid!

 Certain rubberised products (mats, pet bowls
etc.) may cause staining from oxidisation when
coming in to long term contact with the floor.
Use only non-staining rubber products, such
as mats available from Turtlemat
 We don’t generally recommend the use of
steam cleaners as excessive heat can affect
the adhesive and/or damage the tile
 Take care using vacuum cleaners as sharp
edges and/or improper use may scratch or
damage the floor. Always check that your
vacuum is suitable

There’s more
information on
our website and
please contact
our friendly
team if you have
any questions.

Care for your
rubber floor
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 In areas subject to prolonged sunlight (e.g.
conservatories) use shading to protect the
floor from the risk of sun damage. The surface
temperature should be between 15°c (59°f)
and 27°c (81°f) at all times
 Any spillages should be mopped up as they
occur and thoroughly cleaned with Cleanse
solution to prevent staining

Your rubber floor’s natural softness requires
a little more TLC than our standard luxury
vinyl tiles. Be sure to clean spillages as they
occur and always rinse with fresh water after
cleaning to neutralise the floor, avoiding
discolouration and staining. Avoid possible
delamination of floors with a protective
surface treatment. Follow the full cleaning
and care advice for your rubber floor at
harveymaria.com/technical-specifications
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